Delivery of non-viral gene carriers from sphere-templated fibrin scaffolds for sustained transgene expression.
Delivery of safe and controlled levels of biomimetic cues to govern host response and reorganization is a fundamental component in the design of tissue engineering scaffolds. Non-viral gene delivery is an approach that exploits the cell machinery to produce proteins while avoiding genomic DNA incorporation. We describe a method to integrate polymeric non-viral gene carriers (polyplexes) within a novel three-dimensional, sphere-templated fibrin scaffold suitable for soft tissue engineering applications. After seeding the scaffolds with NIH-3T3 fibroblasts, different transgene expression profiles were achieved based on the spatial distribution of polyplexes within the scaffold. Scaffolds with polyplexes coated onto the surface of inter-connected pores showed peak transfection at day 5 and linear expression through 15 days. Scaffolds with polyplexes embedded within the fibrils of the biopolymer showed peak expression at 7-9 days and showed linear expression for 21-29 days, depending on the polymer:DNA ratio. Surface-coated polyplexes achieved one order of magnitude greater expression than polyplexes embedded within the scaffold. The integrated material formulations developed in this work provide a useful technology for tissue engineering applications by demonstrating the ability to provide long-term biomimetic cues through non-viral gene delivery.